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FORWARD

I

am pleased to share this Annual Report 2010, the year which experienced devastated flood
in the River Indus. The flood ruined the rural community infrastructure, damaged economy,
livelihood sources with displacement of around 1.7 million people. Many of the flood
victims are still living a deplorable life in different areas, as they could not move back to their
native villages due to various reasons. The affected communities despite receiving quick
response from national and international NGOs they have adopted dependency, waiting for the
humanitarian support from government and local humanitarian organizations. They are in
urgent need to recover their livelihoods and rehabilitate damaged community infrastructure
through integrated approach. SCF believing in the community participation has planned to
implement early recovery and rehabilitation programs in the flood affected areas, mainly in
Jamshoro and Tando Mohammed Khan districts.
This year was very effective and better for the SCF to be grown as an effective organization for
sustainable development and social justice. It got institutional strength in terms of financial,
reporting and operational management systems. SCF through introducing innovative ideas in
development initiative has achieved a task to be the most active advocacy organization for
women's human rights in the province.
We have provided trainings to a large number of girls about human and physical resources to
initiate advocacy for rights of marginalised segments of the society and implement specifically
girls' empowerment projects. We have expanded our outreach to the rural communities in the
districts, Matiari, Tando Mohammed Khan and Jamshoro. After getting institutional growth SCF
has received grants from other partners, like Commonwealth Foundation for Leadership for
Human Rights and Democracy, Urgent Action Fund for women's human rights.
The organization has also coordinated with other donors for working on women rights activism
and skill-development initiatives for youth in the province of Sindh. This strength SCF got
because of the initial funding of Mama Cash for the proposed grant. Publication of profile of
organization was also shared with the other organizations.
SCF is keen to improve the lives of the people in the Sindh province through adopting
participatory approach and hopefully this journey will continue until our interventions lay social
change in the society.

Javed Hussain
Manager Programs
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ORGANIZATIONAL
BAC KG RO U N D

S

indh Community Foundation (SCF) was formed by some young and committed human
rights and social workers of Hala and Hyderabad in January 2001 for improving the socioeconomic conditions of rural communities and neglected segments of society, specially
youth and women. It started working with small level charity actions, including holding free
blood grouping and medical camps and slowly shifted to strategic interventions towards
sustainable development. For that purpose it mobilized local communities on various issues at
village level, formed Community- Based Groups and then transferred the same into Communitybased Organizations. SCF mobilized internal and external physical, financial and human
resources. It devised comprehensive strategy ranging from social mobilization, training and
capacity building, linkages building with resource providers /government line agencies, in
collaboration with other CSOs and like-minded NGOs to boost advocacy campaign on various
issues. SCF has strengthened its capacity further this year 2010; it got funds from other donors
to implement its planned and proposed interventions for youth development, girls'
empowerment, climate change, environmental justice and women rights. Through this way its
capacity of program planning, implementation, monitoring and evaluation and human resource
has increased and become more effective organization. It is doing advocacy for the rights of
people and social justice for the neglected segments of society including women, girls, youth
and rural communities. SCF has strengthened its networking with local and national
humanitarian and rights-based organizations.

Objectives
To mobilize rural and semi urban communities for collective action for development
To empower rural women through their participation in development process
and income generation activities.
To enhance capacity of women and girls activists / volunteers of community based organizations
through various programs to enable them to work efficiently for village development.
To improve health status of rural communities especially women through providing primary
health facilities at their doorsteps
To increase literacy rate in the rural areas especially girls and adult women.
To do advocacy and lobbying on different social issues of women through information sharing
To promote and protect human rights, specially focusing on women rights in the province
through education, advocacy, campaigning, training and research on the related issues
To address environmental issues through engaging communities, women ,
media and youth
To promote cultural activities as a tool for social transformation and development
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POPULATION
COVERAGE IN 2010
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AREA OF OPERATION

Jamshoro,
Hyderabad,
Matiari
Tando Muhammad Khan
Districts of Sindh province of
Pakistan
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The flood displaced around 1.7 million people, causing damages to infrastructure and
economy loss, and after passage of one year the people could not heal up the wounds of displacement.

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE
FLOOD-2010

T

he River Indus flood2010 started hitting
hard Sindh

province on August 78,
2010. The fears of
displacement and loss
of livelihood
resources gripped the
entire province, right
from Kashmore
district, bordering
Punjab province to tail
end Badin and Thatta
districts. The flood
displaced around 1.7 million
people, causing damages to
ructure and economy loss, and after
one year the people could not heal up the
displacement. In this difficult time like other

infrast
passage of
wounds of
organizations, SCF also

took active part in the relief, early recovery and later rehabilitation activities to benefit the floodaffected communities in Jamshoro, Thatta and Matiari districts where SCF had already launched it's
development programs. Mobile health clinics with medicines and qualified doctors, para medics,
providing food and non-food items and initiating early recovery initiatives to help the people resume
their livelihood activities on their own.
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Disaster Management
& Emergency Response
SCF responded effectively to this emergency, pooled an
amount of Rs.100,000 immediately and developed Sindh
Disaster Response Program. SCF utilized the pooled fund
donated by local philanthropists and the Mama Cash, one of
the donors which allowed SCF to divert some amount of its
grant to prompt response to the disaster. SCF set up Disaster
Management Unit in the organization to respond relief and
rehabilitation work in well manner. SCF conducted initial
vulnerability assessment in Thatta and Jamshoro Districts and
provide support to 5020 flood affected families.
The flood displaced around 1.7 million people, causing damages to infrastructure and
economy loss, and after passage of one year the people could not heal up the wounds of
displacement.
Provided food assistance to 36672

Facilities

Population
Families
covered

?1st Cycle: 4999 families

Food Assistance

36672

5000

?2nd Cycle: 5000 families

Shelter

6005

100

Health facilities
?3rd Cycle: 5000 families
1500
45 food management committees were
Total
44177
formed in IDP camps and villages. SCF
covered 45 villages of 5 Ucs of Taluka Kotri
and Manjhand, also provided temporary shelters to 100 families in UC
Pataro, District Jamshoro with the support of district government. 100
IDP families were given blanket with the support of International
Organization of Migration IOM.
SCF has placed separate disaster management unit to respond
efficiently to emergency, early recovery and rehabilitation
programs with integrated development approach. SCF has
planned early recovery and rehabilitation programs in District
Jamshoro where It intervened through food assistance program
and developed strong linkages with the communities of 45 villages.
The early recovery and rehabilitation programs are included with the
restoration of livelihood sources of vulnerable communities and
disaster risk reduction activities.

214
5314
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HEALTH RESPONSE

A

fter displacement the people did
not have access to health facilities,
especially in emergency. It was
common problem IDPs were facing. SCF
provided medical support to 1500 IDPs
living in schools and relief camps in
Jamshoro and Thatta Districts, through 20
mobile health camps. Health promoting
staff was there to diagnose and suggest
medicines that were given to the patients.
Through these facilities SCF benefitted 500
women, 711 children and 289 male
patients. For this SCF received medicines
from Institute of Social Movement Pakistan and Peace Development Foundation.
SCF has planned to implement integrated early recovery and rehabilitation program in the
targeted 30 villages of District Jamshoro.

CASE STUDY

(Story of Ms. Jamal)

T

he tale of Ms. Jamal Zardari W/O Rustam, residing in village Sono Khan Zardari located on
the riverine Katcha area of Union Council Manjhand, District Jamshoro is enough to
understand the plight of displaced people. The flood washed away her house, pushing
her to live in a shelter with 15-member family. Her husband being a farmer is living idle, as the
field still has been inundated. Due to floods the whole family shifted to the hilly areas to protect
themselves. Since they did not have access to get food they faced difficult situation, specially
her children got ill several times because they could not fulfill their nutritional needs there.
Now they have returned to their native place but their access to food declined as many NGOs
stopped assistance with food. After their returning back SCF reached them for help. The
assessment team found the family malnourished. She explained her haunting experience of
displacement due to floods and requested for food as she had larger family. She had more to say
about the negligence of the government. However, SCF provided food assistance to the family
in the first week of Dec, 2010. After few days she accredited SCF, which extended helping hand
with provision of food with the support of WFP. She was briefed about the usage of plumpy doze
and High energy biscuit. After that SCF assessed the situation of the beneficiaries, who received
food, and found that children were looking very active as compared to earlier, when they were
in dire need of food stuff. “Now at least we can survive as water is receding and we may start
cultivation or my husband may do some job or work on daily wages”.
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM AND SOCIAL MOBILIZATION
SCF has been engaged with rural
communities to mobilize them for
collective actions for their village
development. SCF interacted this year
(2010) with 30 villages of Taluka [subdistrict] Manjhand and Kotri of District
Jamshoro and 12 villages of Taluka Hala of
District Matiari and conducted 100
mobilization meetings with a baseline
survey. These villages are located in
riverine forest areas. Separate meetings
were arranged with female in these
villages. The aim of these meetings was to
educate rural communities about the
environmental degradation and effects of
climate change. SCF has designed
integrated community development
program, including social mobilization,
providing access to safe drinking water,
sustainable water management, food
security program, access to health and
education facilities and improving rural
livelihood. SCF coordinated these groups in
the time of flood and made smooth food
distribution process in the affected villages
of Jamshoro. Then early recovery and
rehabilitation program in consultation with
the community groups was launched in the
district. In this regard various donors
approached SCF to implement the
integrated development in the flood
affected areas to help them resume social
and economical activities.

Achievements

Social mobilization is core approach of SCF to
implement all its intervention in well manner
with the maximum participation and got
them realized to have a sense of ownership in
the entire development process
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WOMEN DEVELOPMENT
& GIRLS EMPOWERMENT

W

omen and girls are being considered marginalized group in Pakistani society. Silent
majority of women does not have any role to play in development process. Very
few actions are taken at state level, specifically for women development. One of
the major reasons to slight growth of country in Human Development Index (HDI) is because
majority of the population comprised on women, who are not being allowed to utilize their
potential in economic activities. SCF has addressed women development issues time to time
through provisions of space for income opportunities, leadership training and skills
development. Under this program, SCF implemented girls' empowerment project in Tando
Muhammad Khan supported by Mama Cash Netherlands. The project achieved all its set
targets, putting significant impact on the community women's lives.

GIRLS RESOURCE CENTRE
Under this program Girls Resource Center
(GRC) was established to provide space to
girls so they may acquire IT skills. Apart
from this, confidence building initiatives
were taken through discussing and
understanding various social issues to
groom their confidence level.
It is a unique idea that girls get trainings on
various social issues, read books and avail
library facility there. GRC management is
being run by four-member committee.
Girls formed Moomal Development
Organization which is looking after the
Centre and promoting girls and women
activism in the area.
GRC got publicity among the girls of other
areas because of the free and secure
environment for learners with female
teachers and administrative
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staff available for their counselling. Girls approached GRC for computer training as they felt
more secure at this centre. They can easily express their ideas and learn without any pressure
of male colleagues. Their confidence made them ease to discuss various social issues even at
personal and family level. Social behaviour and rigidity of the targeted communities do not
allow trained girls for doing jobs so that their number with jobs is lower as compared to
proposed one. The other reason was unavailability of job opportunities within city market like
Hyderabad, which is 40 km away from Tando Muhammad Khan town.
The organization used strategy to invite parents in meetings, held awareness sessions and
programs like seminars to build their trust that their girls are working in safe environment.
This approach got success to achieve the objectives. Door to door meetings were conducted
as a tool for community mobilization and familiarization
with local communities to permitting their girls for
Overall progress of project :
computer education at GRC. GRC also attracted other
Girls received basic
119
organizations for holding workshops, meetings for girls
computer skills
Girls Trained on Girls Social
and women there. Media covered the centre for its role
Education and Leadership
in the neglected area, providing access to girls. SCF has
30
Program (6 workshops)
planned to replicate this model in 03 more districts of
Girls attended career planning
99
(5 sessions)
Sindh province. In this regard it has shared the proposal
Girls and women attended
to different local and intentional donors and
seminars on Importance of IT for
g i r l s a n d H u m a n r i g h t s 125
government also.
and state of Women rights in
Pakistan
Girls and women sensitized on
women issues, human rights, 1000
climate change and anti-sexual
harassment legislation

FORMATION OF GIRLS ASSOCIATION
The organization led a campaign of importance of girls' education, held door to door meetings
with parents. It has also compiled a data with situational analysis about the closed schools in the
area, UC 2 Tando Muhammad Khan. Girls association respond promptly to the flood-2010 in
Sindh, which affected 20 villages in Tando Muhammad Khan district. A large number of IDPs
hailing from Thatta district shifted to relief camps set up in Tando Muhammad Khan. Girls
association set up relief camp, collected food and non food item for IDPs and distributed among
125 IDPs there. It was first time that girls came out from their homes and motivated people of
the area for helping flood affected families. Girls association also linked IDPs with government
department for food and other support. This is the outcome of SCF initiative to develop
confidence among the girls belonging to neglected families.
Girls association also coordinated poor women with Benazir Income Support Program [a nationwide financial support program for women with the name of slain Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP)
Chairperson and former prime minister Benazir Bhutto] at district level. A theatre group, The
struggle group was formed by daring girls in which they portray women issues, mostly in
seminars and social gatherings
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CAREER PLANNING SESSIONS

During the report period 05 career planning sessions were arranged, in which 99 girls
participated. Experts of the field were invited to deliver lectures. The girls get interest in higher
education, those who don't have information about career development were encouraged to
come forward and face the current challenges of job market and play their role in social
development. 20 girls are following their plans, 5 girls chosen subjects of their interest at
University level and 05 other girls appeared in examinations as external students.
SCF offers little support to deserving girls to fulfil their educational needs. This opportunity we
got in a project of Youth Empowerment in slums areas of Hyderabad, where we supported 5 girls
with small amount for getting admission in higher education, for books and other educational
material.
During the counselling to hunt job 10 girls were selected for exposure visit to University of Sindh,
Jamshoro where they visited various departments, got information about subjects of social
science. They were informed about entry test procedures and how to get admission. This activity
inspired girls a lot and they decided to continue their education so they may reach university, as
their ratio is very low in the area where project was being implemented. There is need to
introduce girls to other educational, policy making institutions regularly so they may get

NEWSLETTER
Expression of girls on various social issues was supported and encouraged through quarterly
newsletters in Sindhi language Auart Awaz. This newsletter carries gender, human rights, antisexual harassment legislation, climate change and flood effects. Girl's articles placed in
newsletter on the issues which is helpful to promote girls rights to freedom of speeches. Project
activities were also highlighted in the newsletter.
Two seminars on state of women rights in Pakistan and Importance of Information technology
(IT) for girls were organised, which attracted 250 girls and women. Speakers from the fields of
social development, women rights and human rights spoke on the occasion. The strategy was
to initiate a debate on the issues, which usually is not encouraged in formal educational
institutes.
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ONE-DAY SEMINAR ON WOMEN RIGHTS

One-day seminar on state of women rights in Pakistan was organized by Sindh
Community Foundation on 3rd Jan, 2010 at GRC, in which 70 women, college and
school girls and computer learners participated. Shama Khaber, District Officer,
Information Department, Ms. Yaseen Khwaja, ADO education District Tando
Muhammad Khan, Sameena Khaskheli, Ms. Allah Bachai, were chief guests on the
occasion. In this program speakers introduced the UN Declaration of Human rights,
1948 and citizen rights of Pakistan in the constitution 1973. They also emphasized that
Government should work for the socio-economic empowerment of women in order to
protect human rights in the region. Situation of violence against women was also shared
with the participants. In the seminar a debate competition was also held under the topic
of importance of women in development. Four girls spoke on the topic. At the end they
were awarded gifts to encouraging them. Students struggle group performed theater on
the occasion. Speakers appreciated the interventions of girls' resource center.

ONE DAY SEMINAR ON IMPORTANCE OF IT FOR GIRLS
On 31st May, 2010 Sindh Community Foundation arranged one-day seminar on the
Importance of IT for Girls under the Mama Cash supported Project. The seminar, held at
Government Girls High School Tando Mohammed Khan was attended by 115 girls.
Debate Competition was held among the girls of High school and learners of Computer
Center at GRC. Seven girls presented speeches on the topic in English, Sindhi and Urdu
languages. Three awards-like certificate and trophy were given to three position holders.
An intelligent girl Dua was among the first position holders in the competition. She
learned at Girls Resource Center and Computer Center and attended Training programs
for girls. In the end Women Teachers and social activists, Ms. Roshan Bahrani, Head
Mistress of School, Ms. Naeema Shah,
Teacher, Raheela Khaskehli, project
coordinator spoke at the occasion.
After successful implementation of the GRC,
SCF has planned to replicate this model in other
5 Districts of Sindh province. This model has
been shared with the Ministry of Youth Affairs,
Government of Pakistan and other donors.
There is a dire need to protect girls after the
flood in the region through empowering them
with the skills.
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CASE STUDY
Story of Dua

A 15 years old girl, Dua residing in a slum area of Tando
Mohammed Khan attending 10th class, got admission at
Computer centre. She took active part in training
programs and became an inspiring character. Fighting
for her rights she is very good example of our work.
She attended the training on gender which she
applied in her personal life at family level. She
belongs to a poor family and parents decided not to
let her get higher education after she passed her
matriculation examination. She talked to her father
and argued that when her brother is allowed for the
higher education in college why not she. She resisted
and said that she should be allowed to enjoy the same
right like her brother. Finally her parents agreed for
higher education of Dua. She has developed her career
pla
n. She wants to be a good manager. She is very eager to study
a
t
University level. She also formed a theatre group which performed
02 theatres
on different occasions, portraying the state of women rights and importance of IT for girls. Dua
herself is leading the four-member theatre group of girls who attended the SCF training
workshops.
She has also learned basic computer skill and now operating internet. Dua also played very
active role in collecting food items and donations from her school friends to help the flood
affected people in 2010. She mobilized them to extend helping hand for flood-affected people.
Her story reflects the effective result of the activities of proposed grant and a significant
change towards protecting and promoting rights of women, particularly girls of the
marginalized communities.

GIRLS EDUCATION SUPPORT PROGRAM
Under this project activity 10
deserving female youths of slums of
T.M.Khan and Hyderabad cities
were supported financially during
the reporting period. SCF under this
program has developed a Poor Girls
Education Support Program to fulfill
their educational needs including
educational books, admission and
examination fees. This support
helped them in-order to achieve
their educational goals.
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YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM

P

akistan is a country with large population of youth so there is need to address very
serious development interventions ranging from mobilizing, training and equipping
them with modern skills to combat the challenges. SCF being youth-led organization, is
working for mobilizing youth for social development. In this regard SCF got small grant from
United Nations Habitat Youth Fund for a one-year Youth Empowerment through imparting
knowledge and skills to youth living in Slum settlements of Hyderabad. The project
implemented from January to Dec, 2010, aiming to provide youth access to IT skills for self
growth and learning the social issues. Following achievements were made:

YOUTH GROUP FORMATION
06 Youth Groups for Development3 each for males and 3 for females-- have been formed and
one has been reactivated. 10 Mobilization meetings for girls and male were conducted by
their respective coordinators. The purpose was to convince parents to send their girls for
getting computer education. These groups have been formed in 1) Chandio Goth [male], 2)
Chandio Goth [Female, 3) Marvi Town [male] 4) Azizabad Group [Male], 5) Azizabad [female],
6) Bhitati Town [Male], 07) Bhittai Town [Female]. These groups are taking initiative in their
areas. Pirbhat Female youth group of Chandio goth has developed a list of uneducated girls
and adult women in the area and will soon start the literacy classes for them. Bhittai Youth
group male of Chandio goth has addressed issues of poor sanitation and conducted door to
door meetings in the area and sensitized the people on proper solid waste management.
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STRENGTHENING OF YOUTH RESOURCE CENTER

Youth Resource Center (YRC) has been strengthened through purchasing 07 computers and
furniture to provide qualitative IT education in the conducive environment to the poor youth of
the slum areas like Chandio Goth, Azizabad Colony, Marvi Town, Hyderabad Bungalows and
Bhittai Town. 30 youth (20 male and 10 females) are enrolled at new ways Computer Center and
10 youth (5 males and 05 females) are enrolled for English coaching. Training hall at YRC has
been equipped with the minimum accessories and provided better environment to the youth
for training and capacity building program. Computer center provides the basic IT skills and
advance courses to the poor youth and getting a minimum fee of PKR.200, which is affordable as
compared to other computer centers in the neighboring area which are charging PKR 800-1,500
from each student per month. YRC provided career counseling to 201 youth, 101girl and 100
boys.
Books on different subjects have been placed in a library facility for girls and boys of the
adjacent areas who normally do not have access to such a facility. Newspapers in Sindhi, Urdu
and English languages, books on
different subjects, including science, IT,
literature, poetry, general knowledge
and current affairs are available for the
students who come for computer
education and also utilize the library for
examination preparation and getting
knowledge. In the reporting period
from Jan March 2010, 90 youth-- 35 girls
and 55 boys-- utilized the library facility.

Utilization of YRC
Facility

No. Of boys No. of Girls Total Youth
beneficiaries beneficiaries beneficiaries

IT /Computer Education

45

55

100

English Coaching

32

42

74

Library facilities

101

35

136

Career Planning and
counseling

100

101

201

Youth Leadership
Training Program
Youth Forums

17

13

30

123

222

345

Youth received information
through 4 issues of newsletter
Youth Voice

300

700

1000

Total number of beneficiaries

718

1168

1886

Boys
Girls
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2ND YOUTH LEADERSHIP CAPACITY BUILDING PROGRAM
A cohort comprising 29 participants (15 boys, 14 girls}of age group 20--25 was selected for this
leadership program. Writing of essay about youth problems in Pakistan and their previous
engagement in welfare, voluntary and technical activities was also considered as key criteria in
the selection process. Under the Youth Leadership Capacity Building Program 12 workshops
have been arranged:
1.
Confidence building
2.
Life skills
3.
Career planning
4.
Gender Equality
5.
Human rights
6.
Leadership , social activism
And voluntarism
7.
Globalization
8.
Peace
9.
Democracy
10.
HIV/AIDS
11.
Climate Change
12.
MDGs and role of youth
Resource persons from the relevant
fields imparted trainings and material was developed and distributed among the learners.
Participants received greater understating and skills of confidence building, life skills, human
rights, gender, career planning, leadership, voluntarism and social activism through these
trainings.

YOUTH FORUMS
12 Youth Forums were conducted on various
local, regional and sudden arising issues like; 1)
Concepts of Development
2),
environment and climate change 3) social issues
of Pakistan 4) state of human rights in Pakistan, 5)
Understanding peace and conflicts situation in
Pakistan 6) globalization and its effects 7) post
flood situation, role of youth, 8) intentional
human rights day peace and regional
cooperation, 9) good governance: factors and
role of youth, 10) civic responsibilities, 11), rule of law 12) role of media in good governance
and citizen media. Resource persons for the forum, include Mr. Javed Hussain, a young
development activist and researcher and Ms. Sameeta Ahamd, an Architect and
environmentalist, Mr. Punhal Saryo, a human rights activist and Mr. Zulfiqar Shah, a peace and
social activist and political analyst. The objective of these forums was to create space for youth
to discuss, understand and express their opinion and ideas about various issues. These forums
were attended by 1200 youth-- 700 male and 500 female.
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YOUTH NETWORK ON CLIMATE CHANGE AND ENVIRONMENT
A meeting held on May 16, 2010 to form Youth Network for Environment and Climate Change,
which attracted 27 youth group members {15 male and 12 female} belong to the targeted slum
areas of Hyderabad. Mr. Javed Hussain was the moderator of the meeting; he gave detailed
information about the climate change and environmental problems and its expected effects on
the poor population of slums. He encouraged youth to take active part to mitigate the effects of
climate change and environment degradation in urban slums. Finally youth agreed to form the
network. Temporary body of network was selected by the participants, comprising Mr. Niaz
Muhammad, Coordinator, Mr. Shakeel Ahmad and Mr. Bagh Ali, Assistant Coordinators male,
Ms. Fozia and Ms. Mehtab as Assistant Coordinators female. The network will work for
promoting environmental and climate
change education among the male, female,
youth, students and public of the slums area.
They will launch campaign on sensitization
about environmental problems. The SCF will
be facilitating network for one year and will
provide space at its Youth Resource Center,
assisting in launching all the education and
advocacy campaigns of the network.
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HUMAN RIGHTS EDUCATION

S

ituation of human rights in Pakistan is the most serious
in the entire Asian region, impacting regional and
international peace and security. Pakistan has very bad
score of human rights. Women, rural communities, youth
and minorities are being denied of their basic rights. The
strong feudal and patriarchal social fabric of Sindh province
has left worst effects on the lives of people. Honor killing,
domestic violence, tribal conflicts are evidences of violation
of human rights. SCF since its inception has been engaged in
human rights, working through advocating human and
women rights at grassroots level.

COURSE ON YOUTH LEADERSHIP FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
SCF has designed 10-Day Course on Youth Leadership for Human rights and Democracy under
the human rights program. It has successfully received a small grant from Commonwealth
Foundation under its civil society responsive grant program for holding 1st Youth Leadership
course. The objective of the course is to create broader understanding of various themes of
human rights and democracy and groom their leadership capacity to work as young human
rights activist or educator in their respective areas. This course will be arranged every year.
Initially, it was planned to be held in August, 2010 but due to flood emergency in the country it
was postponed and now again is being planned to be held in March, 2011. In this course 40
young activists across the four provinces of Pakistan will participate. The selection of
participants has been done. While Human rights training workshops were arranged under the
Girls Leadership Programs and Youth Leadership programs. As SCF strongly believes in rights
based approach, it applies this approach in its interventions. SCF has designed and submitted
projects to the potential donor for women rights, human rights education for youth and rural
women. In this regard a concept note has been approved by Foundation for Future for one year
project and the assessment delegation has visited SCF. A similar project on women's economic
rights has also been submitted to the Global Fund for Human rights and the delegation of
assessment has visited SCF and had a meeting with it's staff. SCF is hopeful to receive grant for
the submitted proposals.

INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT
SCF received institutional support of security equipments from Forint Line Human Rights
Defenders Foundation to improve its organizational capacity to work smoothly for human
rights.
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ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE &
CLIMATE CHANGE

P

akistan is confronting sever environmental degradation and climate change effects. SCF
has took environmental problems in account and designed comprehensive programs to
mitigate the environmental degradation and climate change effects through action
research, capacity building and awareness campaigning in Sindh province.

Socio-Economic Impact of Deforestation
Research and Campaigning
SCF completed successfully the action research project of socio-economic impact of
deforestation in District Matiari, which had a long strip of dense forest and now almost 90%
forest cover has been depleted. The forest was a solely source of livelihood dependency for the
forest communities, mostly herdsmen. Keeping this miserable situation in mind, SCF decided to
conduct research and after its findings awareness campaign was launched involving the
community actors in the district. This project was supported by UNEP-EPLC. In this regard this
year following progress was made.
Meetings were arranged with the relevant stakeholders, aiming to collect secondary data about
the response of the Provincial Forest department, local NGOs and INGO in the area regarding
forest management in riverine area. These meetings provided a much clear picture and analysis
of the state of forest and effectiveness of the interventions related to forest management.
Survey covered 12 villages near Salaro Forest in Union Council Hala Old of District Matiari. Two
type's survey form/ questionnaire-- one for household survey and second for the village survey
to analysis the worst effects of deforestation -- were developed and tested through one-day pre
test in village Khanoth. A four-member survey team was hired for four days in 12 villages. The
team was given orientation on filling household and village survey forms correctly. Pre test of the
household survey form was conducted in village Khanoth, located close to the forest to remove
the gaps. Survey forms were mad in relevance to the forest related questions from the
individual. Ten households were interviewed in each village. Total 120 households were
surveyed and 120 community members60 males and 60 femaleswere interviewed.
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FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSIONS [FGDs]
12 focus group discussions (FGDs) were
conducted in each village where
survey was carried out. The effects of
forest-- pre and post situation of the
h o u s e h o l d e c o n o m i c a l l y,
environmentally and health-- were the
focus questions of the FGD. In each
FGD 25-30 villagers participated. A
Total number of 322 community
members [217 male and 83 female]
attended these FGDs.

Total No of Male Total Number of Female
participants
participants
217

83

Total
participants

Total No of FGD

322

12

For female due to gender restriction and social and cultural barrier separate FGDs were
conducted in each village. Mr. Javed Hussain, focal person for the activity support, facilitated
these FGDs.
Following are the findings of FGDs:
90% forest area has been depleted in Salaro riverine forest area and forest land has been
converted into agriculture lands
Livelihoods for the local forest communities declined. More than 50% of income the people
spend to get fuel, as 10 years back they had access to collect wood from the forest
Women are pushed to poverty because they don't have involvement in any economic activity.
Earlier, they used to collect herbal plants, fodder and honey from the forest for local markets,
generating income.
Remaining forest land is under the control of local influential landlords, who enjoy backing of
local administration. Therefore, implication of law is invisible to protect forest
Local inhabitants due to deforestation and control of outsider landlords are forced to shift to
other areas, finding alternative source of income, mostly working on daily wedges
60% forest is being depleted by the state-backed mechanism, corruption and less attention of
forest department.
5% people have been forced to migrate after losing the source of livelihood from village
Sukhpur, as 20 families moved to a nearby Hala Old town
10% tree cutting by the community and 20% by influential persons, is said to be one of the
major reasons of the deforestation
Deforestation has increased environmental warming and contributed the climate change
effects on local ecology and human.

10% poverty increased among local people due to deforestation.
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FORMATION OF FOREST MANAGEMENT COMMITTEES

Four Forest Management Committees
(MFCs) have been formed in the result of
Focus Group Discussions in 4 villages:
1. Khanoth
2. Mateewal
3. Wado Salaro
4. Sukhio Mirjat
Each MFC is comprised on 5-7 members
including at least two women. Two
members from each committee will be
trained on sustainable forest management

RESEARCH REPORT ON IMPACT OF DEFORESTATION
Research reports based on the findings and observation of the study, literature review has been
finalized and translated into Sindhi language and bilingual version of the study has been
processed for publication. The copy of the study will be disseminated to the policy makers,
CSOs, environmental organizations /activist, researchers, research institutes and universities in

TRAINING WORKSHOP FOR COMMUNITY LEADERS ON
SUSTAINABLE FOREST MANAGEMENT
One- day training workshop on sustainable
forest management for community leaders was
conducted on 30th July 2010 at Hala Old, a small
town in the riverine area of the proposed
project /research. The workshop attracted 24
members of FMC. Mr. Javed Hussain took the
training session. The topic covered in the
training include: state of existing forest, issues
and threats to human lives, ecology and
environment degradation level, biodiversity,
effects on household economy and climate
change, forest management, monitoring, tree
plantation and sowing of trees. Participants
were engaged in group exercises and got this
training very beneficial for managing forest.
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PUBLICATION AND DISSEMINATION OF POSTERS
ON REFORESTATION
SCF published 500 posters and 500 pamphlets on forest situation to sensitize the people
regarding worst impacts of deforestation, illegal cuttings of trees and benefits of the
forestation which were disseminated among children, youth, NGOs and general public.
The poster portrayed a person who is cutting trees and there is sentence 'Do not cut
tree'. While the pamphlet/ brochure is bilingual-- Sindhi and English--, which depicts the
present situation of forest in Matiari District and worst effects of deforestation.

CHILDREN WALK
Children walk was demonstrated in
Hala Old, on 30th August, 2010 to
sensitize the general public to take
urgent actions for tree plantation and
environmental protection. Before the
walk Javed Hussain took awareness
session on the importance of tree
plantation in which fifty children of
grade V of Main primary school Hala
Old participated. The participating
children were chanting slogans, asking people to plant tree saplings at their fields and
houses and protect environment. Local people and representatives of NGO also joined
the walk.

CLIMATE CHANGE AWARENESS CAMPAIGN
Climate change has become an alarming threat for both developed and developing
countries. Efforts have been made at global level for retarding the pace of change in
climatic conditions and reducing it's impacts. IPCC predicted serious effects, including
crop yields decline in tropical areas leading to increase risks of hunger, food scarcity and
spread of climate-sensitive diseases and extinction of 20 to 30 percent of all floral and
faunal species even with subtle temperature rise of 1°C-2.5°C. Awareness plays pivotal
role in reducing the worst effects of climate change.
SCF is working for youth empowerment, engaging them to address social issues, like
climate change and implemented some awareness raising activities in collaboration
with Korea Green Foundation, which is actively engaged in environmental activism and
supporting green campaigns across the Asia, as most of the Asia countries are
vulnerable to face effects of climate change. SCF has launched climate change
awareness raising campaign that aims to foster youth involvement in environmental
sustainability movement. Two issues of Newsletter Mahole Dost [Friends of
environment] has been published and disseminated among youth. This newsletter
encourages the writing of young authors and activists on various environmental and
climate change-related issues.
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TRAINING OF TRAMINERS (TOT)
ON CLIMATE CHANGE FOR YOUTH
Four- day workshop for youth on climate
change was held from 1-4 October, 2010
attended by 30 youth [17 male and 13
female], belonging to youth groups of SCF
and other youth organizations, CSOs and
University students. The workshop was
held at Youth Resource Development
Center. The training was aimed at creating
understanding and sensitization among
youth on climate change, it's effects and
future challenges. The resource persons
belong to environmental and
development organizations took sessions. The power point presentation, lectures,
brainstorming, group work and discussions were the methods adopted during the
training. The topics include what is climate change, difference in climate and weather,
greenhouse gasses, impacts of industrial revolution, sources of carbon emission,
countries most affected by climate change, socio-economic impacts of climate change,
environmental activism and volunteerism, skills of campaign launching were covered.

YOUTH NETWORK FOR CLIMATE CHANGE, ENVIRONMENT
Following youth training workshop on climate change a meeting for youth network
formation was held at YRC on 5th Oct, 2010. The session was facilitated by Mr. Javed
Hussain, Project coordinator SCF. He explained the objectives of the meeting and
network, its functions, role of its members. He emphasized on encouraging and
supporting youth role in mitigating effects of climate change. Finally youth agreed to
form the network with the main objective to launch the awareness campaign on climate
change and carry out awareness activities on environment in Hyderabad, Matiari and
Tando Muhammad Khan districts. The Youth Network for Environment and Climate
change was formed. A temporary body selected by the participant comprised of Mr. Niaz
Muhammad as Coordinator, Mr. Shakeel Ahamd and Mr. Bagh Ali, Assistant
Coordinators [Male], Ms. Fozai and Ms. Mehtab Assistant coordinators[female]. The
network will work for promoting environmental and climate change education among
youth and rural communities. Two follow-up meetings were arranged for Youth
networks. The first follow -up meeting held on 22nd Nov, 2010, set objectives of the
network and the 2nd follow -up meeting held on2nd Dec, 2010, proposed to launch tree
plantation campaign in Hyderabad city from Dec20-- 31, 2010. In the tree plantation
campaign 2000 youth members took part and planted 500 trees in their schools, areas
and public places.
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ENVIRONMENTAL SESSIONS FOR CHILDREN
AND COMMUNITIES
20 Environmental sessions were
convened in schools and rural areas for
awareness raising on climate change. SCF
youth theater group, performed,
fo c u s i n g t h e t h e m e . To c reate
understanding and realization about the
environmental issues among children
and youth, essay completion and
photographs exhibition were also
conducted, in which best essay writer
was given cash prize of PKR 8,500. In Picture exhibition children exhibited paintings on
the environment. This exhibition also attracted school children, youth and civil society.
Info kits and posters on climate change were published and disseminated among the
children, youth and general public.

YOUTH WALK FOR AWARENESS RAISING
SCF Youth Network organized two awareness raising walks during the reporting period.
One walk held on Nov 27, 2010, attracted 120 school children, NGOs members, and
university and college students, holding placards demanding to stop environmental
degradation. The 2nd walk was held on 7th Jan, 2011, that attracted 100 youth including
school Children, College and university students and NGOs activists.
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HUMAN AND INSTITUTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

S

CF believes that without trained human resources and institutional strengthening
sustainable development cannot occur in right manner. In this regard SCF holds
capacity building events on various development themes for its partner
organizations, communities, local CBOs, NGOs and for it's own staff members to work
efficiently in the target area. SCF has set up Information and Resource Development
Center whose primary function was to provide training and capacity building
opportunities and conduct research, share information with other organizations, civil
society and media.

WORKSHOP ON REPORT WRITING FOR CBOs
Under its Human and
Institutional Development
Program, SCF conducted TwoDay Training workshop on
Report writing for students,
local researchers, NGO workers
on 24-25 April, 2010 at
Information and Resource
Development Center IRDC which is established by the SCF at its office. The workshop
aimed to enhance the report writing skills of NGO professionals. Mr. Javed Hussain,
Programs Coordinator - Sindh Community Foundation was the key resource person for
the workshop. The training made clear the participants about the importance of report
writing in development sector, report cycle, applying 7Cs approach in report writing,
characteristics of a good report writer and other skills. Participants involved in practical
application of report writing through critical analysis of existing reports to apply the
learning by the workshop. In group work and presentation participants were looking
with much confidence about the report writing. Twenty participants [06 female and 14
male] attended the workshop. Six members from Sindh Community Foundation also
participated in the training. Evaluation forms were filled out by participants. They were
of the view that the acquired skills and understanding of report writing was very
beneficial for their career building and development work in their organizations. At the
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end Executive Director, SCF Raheela Junejo distributed certificates among the
participants. She said at the occasion that Sindh Community Foundation is also working
for providing the opportunities of training and learning to male and female
development professionals, especially women organizations which are in need to

OTHER CAPACITY BUILDING ACTIVITIES
HID unit arranged 20 training workshops on various development issues and themes
and trained 401 girls, youth, representative of NGOs and CBOs and staff of organization.
Gender consideration was focused to provide learning and training opportunities to
females.
No. of Trainings
arranged
20

No. of male
participants

No.of female
participants

Total

Themes

217

184

401

Anti-sexual
Harassment
Legislation,
Human rights,
Confidence
Building, Gender
equality,
Volunteerism and
social activism,
leadership,
Globalization
peace, MDGs,
life skill, HIV/AID
and RH, Climate
Change,

INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
SCF received institutional support from Care International in terms of donation of
furniture and computer and security equipments of amounting of PKR.150,000. This
support has strengthened organizational capacity to implement project smoothly with
maximum infrastructure.
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ADVOCACY & RESEARCH
Awareness Campaign on Anti-sexual Harassment Legislation,
Women Protection Act 2010
Under the advocacy program SCF launched
awareness-raising campaign on the currently
passed anti sexual harassment legislation at
workplace. The President of Pakistan signed
Protection Bill against Harassment of Women
at Workplace Act, 2010. It is high time that a
note should be written on what sexual
harassment is at workplace. Sexual harassment
is rampant in both government and private
sector offices; even the MNCs are not
exempted from this.
There is need to educate employees on the consequences of their actions and start the
counseling from top level executives to male teachers and students, so they may guide how
they should treat and advise their employees and teachers to behave while in the class or at
institutes.
HR personnel are there for a reason. They cease to exist if they don't perform their function
well. They are professionals and should guide all executives on the consequences of sexually
harassing women students and employees. If she complains, the company could be fined by
the courts and also the media is very active these days. Hope this Bill would lead to a better
working environment and safety for the female employees working in Pakistan. The bill fully
protects the women to get justice while any incident of harassment occurred. There is also
need to educate and aware University girls on the bill through conducting trainings,
workshops and awareness seminars, because they don't have knowledge about the legal
aspect of this bill. There is need to sensitize the male students and teachers through
publications dissemination, translated version of the bill in the Sindhi language.
For this purpose three-day long Training of Trainers-TOT was conducted, in which 90 girls
studying in various departments of Sindh University were given orientation on the legal
aspects of this act and over all women and human rights. Resource persons/experts in the
field of legal rights, human rights and women rights were invited. Advocates shared the
information with the participants about the background of the act and its application, legal
procedures and justice mechanisms. At the end of TOT workshops, a Girls association was
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formed in the result of long discussion. The GA
joined initially by 30 girl participants and has got
membership of 60 girls who were trained by TOT
workshops. Temporary body was selected for six
months, comprising one organizer, information
secretary and 05 members of executive body. The
GA provided space of one room for their working at
SCF office. The GA held two meetings, in which they
designed action plan for six months. GA has played
active role in monitoring of the incidents of sexual
harassment and took awareness campaign in
University and other areas. They helped in
organizing 10 seminars for male and female
members, masses on the act. The active 10 potential
trainers of TOT workshop facilitated these seminars
and shared information and importance of the
Women Protection Act 2010. These seminars were
attended by 1100 participants, 400 male and 700
female. During the process 3000 copies of the
women protection act translated in to Sindhi
language were distributed to sensitize and educate
the general masses, university teachers, students,
NGOs and CBOS activists. Theaters were performed
on the existing forms of sexual harassment to
condemn the action and raise awareness.

RESEARCH ON VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN
SCF collects data on the incidents of the violence against women, including domestic violence
and honor killings through monitoring of daily newspapers. During the reporting period, SCF
developed four quarterly analytical reports on various forms of violence against women and
shared with media time to times and presented in seminars, workshops conducted by SCF. SCF
has planned to publish the analytical report of VAW in Sindh. In this regard SCF needs financial

16-DAY ACTIVISM CAMPAIGN ON VAW
SCF being human and women rights advocacy organization conducted awareness sessions with
youth in connection of International 16 Days of Activism Campaign on VAW, on 10 December,
2010 on the occasion of International Human Rights Day. The session was facilitated by Mr.
Javed Hussain. He presented data of VAW conducted by SCF for sensitization among youth on
women rights and VAW and explained that violence is common phenomena in Pakistani society.
Women are being victimized at homes, public and workplaces. Domestic violence, honor killing
and rape are other forms of victimizing women in the male-dominated society. He also informed
the participants about the 16 Days activism which takes globally. He emphasized on the role of
youth to end violence against women, behave positively with women at home and public
places. The session attracted 45 youth, 31 male and 14 female.
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STAFF CAPACITY BUILDING

S

CF has specific staff capacity building policy. It conducts TNA annually and
develops staff, with designing development plans, which is its key value for
growing as an active development and advocacy organization in the region. In this
regard it provided opportunities to staff members, who attended national and
international events.
-Mr. Javed Hussain attended One-week long Training on Human rights and Advocacy for
Indigenous Peoples organized by Diplomacy Training Program Australia and Asia
Indigenous Peoples Pact Thailand from 22-28 March, 2010 at Chiang Mai, Thailand
- Mr. Javed Hussain attended Asia Pacific Environment Forum organized by United
Nation Environment Program UNEP, Eco Peace Leadership Centre -EPLC Korea from 1619 Nov, 2010
-Ms. Irum Ali and Ms. Kiran attended one day workshop on sustainable water
management arranged by Hisar Foundation Karachi at SDSC, University of Sindh
Jamshoro.
-Mr. Niaz Muhammad attended the Youth Leadership and Advocacy workshop arranged
by World Population Foundation
-03 Days Leadership Training from 24-26 Nov, 2010 arranged by Leadership
Development Mechanism (LDM) of Institute of International Education at Karachi,
Pakistan.
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SCF SUPPORTERS
& PARTNERS

S

CF acknowledges the technical and financial support of their supporters and
partners to implement its development and advocacy interventions in the area
of operation of organization

:
ØWorld Food Program Pakistan Food Assistance to Flood Affected Families
ØMama Cash -Netherlands Girls Empowerment
ØKorea Green Foundation- Climate change awareness campaign
ØFrontline Human Rights Defender Foundation Institutional support for human
rights advocacy work
ØUN-Habitat Youth Fund Youth empowerment in slum settings in Hyderabad
ØCommonwealth Foundation- Youth Leadership Course on Human Rights and
Democracy
ØUrgent Action Fund - Awareness Campaign on Anti-sexual Harassment Legislation,
Women Protection Act 2010
ØUnited Nations Environment Program-UNEP Eco Peace Leadership Center
ØCare International Pakistan Action research on socio-economic impact of
deforestation on local people

MEMBERSHIP
1.SCF is the member of Sindh Disaster Management Forum, formed at Hyderabad,
representing 20 CSOs and CBOs.
2.SCF has got membership of Population Association of Pakistan Islamabad, a larger
network of organizations working for sustainable development, population and
health.
3.SCF is the member of Joint Action Committee for People's Rights Hyderabad since
2007.
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FUTURE ACTIONS

S

CF has planned following actions for next two year -2011-12:Implement
integrated early recovery and rehabilitation programs in 04 flood affected districts
of Sindh, focusing on riverine communities Replication of Model of Girls Resource
Center and Youth Resource Centers in 05 other districts of Sindh Establish 10 Gender
Resource Centers in 04 flood affected districts to restore the livelihoods sources and
income generation opportunities
!Launch 02 Youth Leadership Courses on Human rights
!Peace Education Program for Youth
!Climate change and Disaster Risk Reduction Program in two districts: engaging Youth
and CSOs in climate change awareness campaigning Women and Community Human
Rights Education and advocacy Establishment of Women Leadership Center
!Capacity Building of CSOs, civic groups and women on Good Governance and,
Democratic education
!Capacity Building of Existing CBOs and community groups on various development
themes to improve their organizational and management disciplines
!Conduct research on Violence Against Women and effects of Climate Change in
Sindh
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AUDITOR’S REPORT
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Values

Promoting social activism
in rural areas among
youth, rural communities,
women and girls for taking
collective actions for social
development , harmony
and integration and
improving their access to
productive resources and
opportunities, making
them socially and
economical empowered so
that they can exercise their
rights to combat poverty
and injustice

Human dignity
Self reliance
Equality and equity
Participation

Strategies

Mission Statement

SCF's Vision

SCF envisions for a socially
and economically
empowered society
without any gender
discrimination with
equitable access to social
justice and resources.

Social mobilization
Model Building
Training and Capacity
Building
Advocacy and networking
Action Research

Your support will highly impact on the lives of the neglected
and marginalized section of society

Sindh Community Foundation - SCF
Office Address: Information and Resource Development Center IRDC
Bungalow No: D-07 Phase 3 Qasimabad Hyderabad Sindh Pakistan
Tel: 0222655176 Email: sindhfoundation@yahoo.com

